Structural variations of subterminal satellite blocks and their source mechanisms as inferred from the meiotic configurations of chimpanzee chromosome termini.
African great apes have large constitutive heterochromatin (C-band) blocks in subtelomeric regions of the majority of their chromosomes, but humans lack these. Additionally, the chimpanzee meiotic cell division process demonstrates unique partial terminal associations in the first meiotic prophase (pachytene). These are likely formed as a result of interaction among subtelomeric C-band blocks. We thus conducted an extensive study to define the features in the subtelomeric heterochromatic regions of chimpanzee chromosomes undergoing mitotic metaphase and meiotic cell division. Molecular cytogenetic analyses with probes of both subterminal satellite DNA (a main component of C-band) and rDNA demonstrated principles of interaction among DNA arrays. The results suggest that homologous and ectopic recombination through persistent subtelomeric associations (post-bouquet association observed in 32% of spermatocytes in the pachytene stage) appears to create variability in heterochromatin patterns and simultaneously restrain subtelomeric genome polymorphisms. That is, the meeting of non-homologous chromosome termini sets the stage for ectopic pairing which, in turn, is the mechanism for generating variability and genomic dispersion of subtelomeric C-band blocks through a system of concerted evolution. Comparison between the present study and previous reports indicated that the chromosomal distribution rate of sutelomeric regions seems to have antagonistic correlation with arm numbers holding subterminal satellite blocks in humans, chimpanzees, and gorillas. That is, the increase of subterminal satellite blocks probably reduces genomic diversity in the subtelomeric regions. The acquisition vs. loss of the subtelomeric C-band blocks is postulated as the underlying engine of this chromosomal differentiation yielded by meiotic chromosomal interaction.